Concise synthesis of 3D π-extended polyphenylene cylinders.
The synthesis of structurally well-defined, monodisperse carbon nanotube (CNT) sidewall segments poses a challenge in materials science. The synthesis of polyphenylene cylinders that comprise typical benzene connectivity to resemble precursors of [9,9] and [15,15] CNTs is now reported, and the products were characterized by X-ray crystallography. To investigate the oxidative cyclodehydrogenation of ring-strained molecules as a final step towards a bottom-up synthesis of CNT sidewall segments, phenylene-extended cyclic p-hexaphenylbenzene trimers ([3]CHPB) were prepared, and NMR studies revealed a strain-induced 1,2-phenyl shift. It was further shown that an increase in ring size leads to selectively dehydrogenated macrocycles. Larger homologues are envisioned to give smooth condensation reactions toward graphenic sidewalls and should be used in the future as seeds for CNT formation.